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JCM GETS ITS MOTOR RUNNIN’, HEADS OUT ON THE HIGHWAY TO 
SOUTHERN GAMING SUMMIT 

 
Company is Revved Up with Totally Tricked Out UBA, ICB Products 

 
LAS VEGAS (April 19, 2005) – Totally tricked out, loaded, built for speed and made for guys who 

like ‘em stacked. We could be describing motorcycles or the groundbreaking products JCM 

American will be showcasing in its motorcycle-theme tradeshow booth at the 12th Annual 

Southern Gaming Summit. 

 

The Southern Gaming Summit hits the road May 4 and 5 at the Mississippi Coast Coliseum and 

Convention Center in Biloxi, Miss., and JCM will set up shop in booth 532. Headlining the event 

are JCM’s Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA), Intelligent Cash Box (ICB) and Plastic Cash Box. Also 

on display will be Trident, JCM’s revolutionary table safe cash management system. 

 

The UBA is a fully loaded bill validator that combines improved bill-sensing technology with 

lightweight and durable plastic construction and comes complete with the latest sensing 

technology, utilizing magnetic and optical sensors. Further, the UBA has an automatic centering 

mechanism, viewing window, automatic retry feature, on-board memory, a USB download port 

and an anti-pullback roller device that prevents “stringing.” The UBA also comes complete with a 

highly durable, backward/forward compatible plastic cash box. 

 

Build for speed and efficiency, the ICB system reduces errors commonly experienced by 

operators associated with tracking gaming assets and the revenue. The ICB standardizes the 

revenue drop and soft count function across the gaming floor, reducing support labor and 



increasing first-time reporting accuracy. In addition to time and cost savings, the ICB system 

provides analysis data for accountability and profitability. 

 

The product that was the hit of G2E 2004, the automated Trident system revs up the pit. The 

improved, automated process begins at the table, where the Trident replaces the plastic paddle 

and box. The Trident brings a secure, trackable, online system, with a 2,000 note capacity, giving 

the pit real-time drop data, continuous table status, secure asset tracking, and a complete audit of 

each asset dropped for the entire revenue day. 

 

About JCM 

JCM American Corporation is the industry leader in currency handling systems and provides 

products, software and services to the gaming, vending, banking, amusement, and petroleum 

industries. Since 1995, its products have validated an estimated $2.2 trillion in currency for the 

gaming industry alone. From its international headquarters in Osaka, Japan, and subsidiaries in 

Düsseldorf, Hong Kong, London, Sydney and its U.S. headquarters in Las Vegas, JCM’s 

progressive spirit continually sets worldwide industry standards with innovative products such as 

the World Bill Acceptor (WBA), Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA), Trident Table Safe System and 

Intelligent Cash Box (ICB). For more information, visit www.jcm-american.com.  
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